In low-level vision small-scale image phenomena are often assigned labels such as "on a boundary" or "moving at .3 pixels per frame". \-lost current approaches to low-level vision return estimates of the feature labeling [Ballard82] Much work in statistics is on estimation problems. The usual problem approached is to derive given a known cost function the optimal estimation procedure. Thus it is well known that the mean is optimal for a squared distance cost function. the median for a abso lute difference cost function and the mode for a 0-1 cost function [Berger80c] .
Tenninology
An estimation problem has a set of states of the universe S and observed data 0. An estimator reports some state sES from the data 0. The universe is really in some state t ES that may be in fact be s. This state, t. is the state of nature. Given the observed data 0 a probability distribution can be derived over S. This probability distribution I call the posterior dis· tribution over S and refer to P ( s) (ignoring 0 from this point further). There is a cost for an estimator reporting state s when state t is the state of nature.
This cost is described by a cost function 8(s ,t ).
The purpose of an estimation problem is to derive the true state of nature and to minimize the cost of a mistake. Thus for any t equation 1 must hold.
This paper examines the structure of expected posterior costs of estimates. The expected posterior cost of an estimate is the cost of the estimate (based on the data) integrated over possible states of nature (equation 2).
Thus if two different cost functions (h and 82 result in the same inequalities between expected costs of actions they can be considered equivalent cost }Unctions. The expected prior cost of the estimation technique. the expected cost before data has been collected. is minim· ized when the expected posterior cost is minimized.
Any increasing linear transformation of a cost function that results in an equivalent cost function. In estimation problems any cost function 8 has an
[n this paper I only consider everywhere continuous cost functions over compact sets. Hence I can safely say that for every cost function 8 there is an equivalent one o' such that 'rfto' (t.l ) =O and maxo(s.t)=l. Thus I S,l need onl-y cons1der cnst functions of this form.
Relative Error
A technique for measuring extra costs is neces· sary. The measure should be the same for equivalent cost functions. A measure dlat almost has dlis propeny is the maximal relative error of costs. Assume that an estimation procedure derives estimate e(P) for paste· rior distribution P and the expected cost minimizing estimate is s. Then the relative error subject to P is in
The relative error is invariant under multiplication by a constant of the cost function. It is assumed when deriving the relative error that 'Vt 8(t,t) = 0.
In dlis paper I examine the maximum over all P of the relative error subject to P. I call this maximum the relative error of the estimation technique. If it is 0 then the cost function is appropriate for the estimation procedure . 
Symmetry of Costs
(f MAP is an appropriate estimation technique 8 must be symmetric (equation 4).
8(s.t) = 8(t.s) (4)
Given a probability distribution iliac concentrates all the probability of the distribution on the two values s. and l. and we let P( l) approach P(s) from below s continues to be the mode of the distribution and equa· tion continues to hold. Here equation 4 approaches in the limit equation 5.
Ms.t)_ l.

8(1 ,S) (5)
Thus equation 5 is a lower limit on the relative error of mode estimation.
Thus if modal estimation is ·appropriate the cost function is symmetric.
As 
Consider a P that concentrates all the probability on s ,t. and u. Let s have the highest probability. Let t have positive but arbitrarily small probability. If 8( s. t )>8( u ,t) then u is the cost minimizing estimate.
The relative error is in equation 7. This error occurs when P(O}+e = P(l}+e = Pr2).
If Two Events Have Cost Zero They All Do
It is simple to show that if two elements s.t of s· Consider a P that concentrates all the probability onto s, t. and u. If u is the mode and s (or t) minim izes the costs the relative error has a lower limit written in equation 10.
If the probabilities of s and t approach the probability of u from below the conditions for equation 10 are satisfied and the relative error described by it goes to l .
When modal estimation is appropriate then there
are two possible cnst functions the all 0 fu nction and che function that is L except when the estimate is correct. The all 0 function is useless so the only useful cost function that has modal estimation appropriate is che one that is 1 except when the estimate is correct.
This function is often referred to as a 0 1 cost function.
Open questions are what happens when several different errors appear in the same cost function and whether chese errors can compound each other to get relative errors greater than those predicted here.
.\'lean Estimation
To analyze mean estimation l need S to be a 
